The Gamecocks Were Defeated by Score of 22-0.

OLD STYLE FOOTBALL USED.

The Heavier Team Had Big Advantage on Sloppy Field.—Driving Rain Fell Throughout the Game.

The Garnet and Black warriors were defeated by the University of North Carolina football team in Chapel Hill, on November 14, by the decisive score of 22 to 0. The Tar Heels had everything their way during the first half, but South Carolina took a decided brace in the last and played their opponents a much closer game.

The contest was fought on a muddy and sloppy field, the water being several inches deep over a large part of the gridiron. A hard, driving rain fell throughout the game, and with the thermometer but a few degrees above freezing point, neither team was able to do much good work. The weather conditions were such as to make a wet blanket to South Carolina, who has a fast, but fast team. North Carolina’s weight was her most powerful factor, and, by using their plays, they were able to gain more consistently. The uniforms soon got wet and slippery that frequently a tackle could not hold the runner. A mud-covered half resulted in many fumbles. The game was undoubtedly a “mud-slinging” affair—literally speaking.

In the first half North Carolina showed superior form and scored three touchdowns. The ball was carried over in the hands of Williams twice and Wiggins once. Belden kicked goal once out of three times. This half resulted in Fair Carolina 16, South Carolina 0.

SECOND HALF.

South Carolina opened this half in great style and played a rattling game. The men had dash and ginger and, with the field being in better condition, they would undoubtedly have scored. Their execution of the forward pass was the feature of the game. Cain hurled the spirited four successive times for considerable gains, the ball falling into the hands of Dargan, Hammond, and Perrin. By these plays and the line playing of Perrin, Belder, and Beverly, South Carolina rushed the ball to North Carolina’s 15-yard line, where they were held for downs.

North Carolina now punted often and three times recovered their own punts, after South Carolina’s fumbles. They carried the ball to South Carolina’s 3-yard line, but were held for downs. Neither team had been able to cross the goal line in the first half, but now, when Hammond’s punt was (Continued on Page Four.)